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Name of the student_______________________
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Class__________
Topic What if it finishes

I Identify the vehicles which run on petrol or diesel

a]

b]

c]

d]

II How are cow dung cakes made in villages to use it as a fuel ?

III

How is petroleum formed ?

IV How is coal formed ?

V Multiple Choice Questions
1] Coal is a __________ rock
a] metamorphic
b] sedimentary
c] igneous
2] We get petrol from ____________
a] sea
b] petrol pump
c] tube well
3] A renewable source of energy is ___________
a] petrol
b] coal
c] sun
4] The materials that are burnt to produce energy are called___________
a] fuels
b] food
c] products
5] Which of these is a natural gas ?
a] LPG
b] CNG
c] both a ] and b]
VI Give two examples of the following.
1] Fossil fuels
___________________
2]Renewable sources of energy
___________________
3] Vehicles that run on petrol
___________________
4] Vehicles that run on diesel
___________________
5] Vehicles that run on electricity
___________________
VII Match the following
1
Petrol
2
Diesel
3
Synthetic Fuel
4
Renewable source of energy
5
LPG

,
,
,
,
,

a] solar energy
b] Cooking
c] Light vehicles
d] Heavy vehicles
e] Coal

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
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Class V
Topic A Shelter So High

I Write a few sentences about d each of these places given below

II Answer the following questions
1] Why is it difficult to breath at Changthang ?

2] What is Rebo ?

3] What is lekha ?

4] Name a place famous for boat houses.

5] Why do we have different house in different places ?

III Match the following
1
Chawl
a] built on wooden poles
2
Igloos
b] movable house
3
Caravan
c] made using tarpaulin sheets
4
Stilt House
d] found in polar region
5
Tent
e] rows of one-room houses
IV Group Discussion
Compare the houses built in villages and in cities

